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Abstract. A Password-authenticated Key Retrieval scheme (PAKR) allows two parties,
such as a client and a server, to authenticate each other, and to retrieve a long-term
static key in an exchange of messages with at least one other party (say, server) that has
a private key associated with a memorable password. In this paper, we analyze the only
PAKR (named as PKRS-1) which cannot be withstanded by off-line dictionary attacks.
Then, we firstly construct a novel Password-authenticated Key Retrieval scheme based
on chaotic maps, which is a high efficient cryptosystem. Compared with the existing
schemes, our scheme effectively prevented the dictionary attacks. Finally, we give the
formal security proof about our scheme in the random oracle model.
Keywords: Key retrieval, mutual authentication, password-guessing attack, chaotic
maps

1. Introduction. The problem of secure storage client long-term static keys can be resolved through a voucher service, which also addresses many of the client’s availability
limitations. Consider a client that accesses the network from a different location to retrieve
his / her static key (for example, for temporary use of PKI (public key infrastructure)).
This mode can be supported by the certificate server of the authentication client and then
the client can download the static key.
For the authenntication phase in the model, several works [1-4] used the password authentication key exchange (PAKE) protocol, which is one of the most commonly known
authentication key exchange (AKE) protocols, providing password authentication and
setup time session key to protect the later communication. The PAKE protocols concept
was introduced by Bellovin and Merritt in [5], where the client only need to records a
short password set by themselves, the corresponding server uses the password or its authentication data to verify the client’s password. However, you should be very careful
with two major password attacks: online[16] and offline dictionary attacks. An online
dictionary attack is performed by an imitating side attacker so that the attacker can filter
the possible candidate for the password one by one. On the other hand, offline dictionary
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attacks are performed off-line, and the parallel execution of the attacker thoroughly enumerates all possible cryptographic candidates to try to determine the correct dictionary
attack. The latter attack is possible because the password is selected from a relatively
small dictionary so that a detailed search can be made. While it is possible to prevent
online dictionary attacks by taking appropriate countermeasures (such as locking accounts
after three or four times wrong), the offline dictionary attacks can not be avoided by this
countermeasure.
In order to solve the above problems, As an approach for the roaming model, Ford
and Kaliski [6] proposed some protocols (later, named as Password-Authenticated Key
Retrieval. Password-authenticated Key Retrieval Scheme, referred to as PKRS. Jablon
proposed a PAKR protocol in[7], that uses multiple servers that do not require a secure
channel for previous server authentication. In addition, reference [8] another PKRS is
based on a unique blind signature [9]. Unlike the PKI [18] passwords that use the PAKE
protocol, the static keys retrieved in PKRS [8], [6], [7] are from the client’s password and
the servers private key. PKRS-1 proposed a solution between the client and the server.
However, in 2017, Shin et al. in [11] proposed PKRS-1 (Clause 10.2 and Annex D.2.2.3.4
of IEEE 1363.2 [10]) based on [6], [7] in detail cannot resist the dictionary attack and gave
a security analysis. We read a lot of paper about chaotic maps [12-15], we found chaotic
maps is more suitable for practical applications, and this can resist dictionary attack. For
which we put forward a novel client-to-server password-authenticated key retrieval scheme
based on chaotic maps. In our solution, we use the chaotic map to solve the problem of
dictionary attack in the traditional PKRS scheme.
2. Chebyshev chaotic maps. Let n be an integer and let x be a variable with the
interval [−1, 1]. The Chebyshev polynomial [19] Tn (x) : [−1, 1] → [−1, 1] is defined as
Tn (x) = cos(ncos−1 (x)). Chebyshev polynomial map Tn : R → R of degree n is defined
using the following recurrent relation:
Tn (x) = 2xTn−1 (x) − Tn−2 (x),

(1)

where n ≥ 2, T0 (x) = 1, and T1 (x) = x.
The first few Chebyshev polynomials are:
T2 (x) = 2x2 − 1, T3 (x) = 4x3 − 3x, T4 (x) = 8x4 − 8x2 + 1, . . . . . .
One of the most important properties is that Chebyshev polynomials are the so-called
semi-group property which establishes that
Tr (Ts (x)) = Trs (x).

(2)

An immediate consequence of this property is that Chebyshev polynomials commute
under composition
Tr (Ts (x)) = Ts (Tr (x)).

(3)

In order to enhance the security, Zhang [20] proved that semi-group property holds for
Chebyshev polynomials defined on interval (-,+). The enhanced Chebyshev polynomials
are used in the proposed protocol:
Tn (x) = (2xTn−1 (x) − Tn−2 (x))(modN ),

(4)

where n ≥ 2, x ∈ (−∞, +∞), and N is a large prime number. Obviously,
Trs (x) = Tr (Ts (x)) = Ts (Tr (x)).

(5)

Definition 2.1. Semi-group property of Chebyshev polynomials:
Trs (x) = Tr (Ts (x)) = cos(rcos−1 (scos−1 (x))) = cos(rscos−1 (x)) = Ts (Tr (x)) = Tsr (x).
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Definition 2.2. Given x and y, it is intractable to find the integer s, such that Ts (x) = y.
It is called the Chaotic Maps-Based Discrete Logarithm problem (CMBDLP or CDL).
Definition 2.3. Given x, Tr (x) and Ts (x), it is intractable to find Trs (x). It is called the
Chaotic Maps-Based Diffie-Hellman problem (CMBDHP or CDH).
3. PKRS-1.
3.1. Key Establishment phase. In this operation, first, client just need to remembers
his/her password pw, server not only need to remember pw, but also has its private key u,
which u ∈ [1, q − 1] that corresponds to the password pw. During the key establishment
operation, then exchange values between client and server. Client retrieves a static key
K derived from both the client’s password pw and the server’s associated private key u.
H(pw)
Step 1. Client first computes a generator value R ≡ ga · gb
, then a random secret
number s selected by the client, s ∈ [1, q − 1], and according this secret number s,client
computes a blinded password value WC ≡ Rs . Client sends the message (C, WC ) to server.
Step 2. After receiving (C, WC ) from client, server checks if WC is in [1, p − 1]. Abort
if (WC )q 6= 1. Otherwise, server uses its private key u computes a permuted blinded
password value WS ≡ (WC )u . Server sends the first message (S, WS ) to client.
Step 3. After receiving (S, WS ) from server, client checks if WC is in [1, p − 1]. Abort
if (WS )q 6= 1. Otherwise, client uses the secrect number computes apermuted password
1
1
1
H(pw) u
value Z ≡ (WS ) s . Note that Z ≡ (WS ) s ≡ ((WC )u ) s ≡ Ru ≡ (ga · gb
) , and then
exports the static key K = KDF (Z, P ) from Z, where P is the key derivation parameter.
Step 4. The server S sends the key confirmation value VS to client C. S → C : VS
Step 5. After receiving VS , client C checks correctness of the permuted password value
H(pw) u
Z by verifying if VS is equal to H(Z). Note that Z ≡ Ru ≡ (ga · gb
) .

Figure 1. Process of PKRS-1
3.2. An Attack on PKRS-1. We show an attack on PKRS-1, both client’s password
pw and the retrieved static key K can be attacked by passive or active attacker use off-line
dictionary attacks.
If an attacker A do not know the password pw, so A will impersonates client. The
attacker will executes key establishment operation with server.
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Step 1’. Attacker A first guess a password pw0 , then computes a generator value
H(pw0 )
R0 ≡ ga ·gb
. Then a random secret number s selected by the attacker A, s ∈ [1, q −1],
and according this secret number s, client computes a blinded password value WC0 ≡ (R0 )s .
Attacker A sends the message (C, WC0 ) to server.
A → S : (C, WC0 )
Step 2’. Same as Step 2.

Figure 2. security analysis of PKRS-1
Step 3’. After receiving (S, WS0 ≡ WC0 )u ) from server, attacker A uses the secrect
1
number s computes apermuted password value Z 0 ≡ (WS0 ) s , and then exports the static
key K = KDF (Z, P ) from Z, where P is the key derivation parameter.
Next the attacker A guess another password value pw00 which is not equal to pw0 ,
00 1
and repeats the above operation. Then the attacker A can get Z 00 ≡ (WS ) s where
00
00
00
00
H(pw )
WS ≡ (WC )u , WC ≡ (R00 )s , R00 ≡ ga · gb
.
Let w ≡ (H(pw0 ) − H(pw00 )) mod p. From Z 0 and Z 00 , attacker A obtains gbu and gau as
follows:
0
( ZZ00 )1/w

≡

(R0 )u 1/w
( (R
00 )u )

H(pw0 )

≡(

ga ·gb

H(pw00 )

ga ·gb

and
Z0

u·H(pw0 )
gb

H(pw0 )

≡

(ga ·gb

u·H(pw0 )
gb

) ≡ gbu

u

)

≡ gau .

After eavesdropping the key confirmation value VS between client and server, the atu·H(pw)
f
tacker will do a test to compare if VS is equal to H(gau , gb
) for all possible password
candidates. Through this test, the attacker A can find the client’s password from the
pw(= pw)
f to retrieve the static key K is also easy to derive because K = KDF (Z(≡
u u·H(pw)
ga , gb
), P ).
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4. Our Proposed Scheme.
4.1. Key Establishment phase in our proposed scheme. In this operation, first,
client just need to remembers his/her password pw, server not only need to remember
pw, but also has its private key u, which u ∈ [1, q − 1]. During the key establishment
operation, then exchange values between client and server. Client retrieves a static key
K derived from both the client’s password pw and the server’s associated private key u.
Step 1. Client first computes a generator value R ≡ Ta TH(pw) (x), then a random secret
number s selected by the client, s ∈ [1, q − 1], and according this secret number s,client
computes a blinded password value WC ≡ Rs . Client sends the message (Ta (x), C, WC )
to server.
Step 2. After receiving (Ta (x), C, WC ) from client, server checks if WC is in [1, p − 1].
Abort if (WC )q 6= 1. Otherwise, server uses its private key u computes a permuted blinded
password value WS ≡ (WC )u . Server sends the first message (S, WS ) to client.
Step 3. After receiving (S, WS ) from server, client checks if WC is in [1, p − 1]. Abort
if (WS )q 6= 1. Otherwise, client uses the secrect number s computes apermuted password
1
1
value Z ≡ (WS ) s . Note that Z ≡ (WS ) s ≡ Ru ≡ (Ta TH(pw) (x))u , and then exports the
static key K = KDF (Z, P ) from Z, where P is the key derivation parameter.

Figure 3. Process of our scheme
4.2. An Attack on our proposed scheme. We show an attack on PKRS-1, both
client’s password pw and the retrieved static key K can be attacked by passive or active
attacker use off-line dictionary attacks.
If an attacker A do not know the password pw, so A will impersonates client. The
attacker will executes key establishment operation with server.
Step 1’. Attacker A first guess a password pw0 , then computes a value R0 ≡ Ta TH(pw0 ) (x).
Then a random secret number s selected by the attacker A, s ∈ [1, q − 1], and according
this secret number s,client computes a blinded password value WC0 ≡ (R0 )s . Attacker A
sends the message (Ta (x), C, WC0 ) to server. A → S : (Ta (x), C, WC0 )
Step 2’. Same as Step 2.
Step 3’. After receiving (S, WS0 ≡ (WC0 )u ) from server, attacker A uses the secrect
1
1
number s computes apermuted password value Z 0 ≡ (WS0 ) s . Note that Z ≡ (WS ) s ≡
Ru ≡ (Ta TH(pw) (x))u .
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Next the attacker A guess another password value pw00 which is not equal to pw0 ,
00 1
and repeats the above operation. Then the attacker A can get Z 00 ≡ (WS ) s where
00
00
00
WS ≡ (WC )u , WC ≡ (R00 )s , R00 ≡ Ta TH(pw00 ) (x).
Let w ≡ (H(pw0 ) − H(pw00 )) mod p. From Z 0 and Z 00 , attacker A cannot get Tau (x) and
u
Tb (x) by guess another pw00 , because Ta TH(pw) (x) means Ta (TH(pw) (x)), this not a simple
mod multiplication relationship, the index can not be eliminated by a simple division. So
attacker A cannot attack as above.

Figure 4. security analysis of our scheme
5. Security Analysis.
5.1. Security Model. The basic descriptions and some queries are shown in Table 1.
5.2. Security Proof. Semantic Security. Under rational and explicit difficulties, we
use the following theorem to prove that the key of the proposed scheme can be safely
allocated.
Theorem 1: The parameters in our protocol, we can see in the following, D is the
length of the |D| password dictionary. P is the protocol as we can see above. Assuming
that the attacker’s attack time does not exceed the polynomial time t at runtime, through
SendClient(ΠiU , m), SendServer(ΠiP , m), Execute, Reveal and T est query, hash random
language machine inquiries. Where qsend , qh , qexe is the number of queries, τG is the modular exponentiation time we can use these parameters to get the advantage of the attacker
A:
send
AdvPake (A) ≤ 2q|D|
+2qh Succcdh
G (t + (qsend + qexe + 1) · τG )
2

2

q2

send +qexe )
+ 2qe +(q
+ 2hl + q2send
l−1
(p−1)(q−1)
Proof. We prove this theorem by a series of games from the real agreement, and finally
the end of the game with the advantage of attacker A. See Appendix A for details of the
proof.
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Table 1. Descriptions the model and the queries

6. Conclusions. In this paper, we first proposed a problem of the security of password,
and introduced several PAKR scheme. We found the problem that the PAKR scheme
cannot resist the dictionary attacks and gave a security analysis, showing that any passive/active attacker can find out the clients password pw and the (long-term) static key
K with off-line dictionary attacks. So we have made improvements based on this scheme,
put forward a novel client-to-server password-authenticated key retrieval scheme based on
chaotic maps, and gave an attack on our proposed scheme to prove an attacker cannot
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attack our scheme by the way they used in PKRS-1. Finally, we gave a security analysis
to show our scheme is safety.
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A.Proof of Theorems.
Table 2. Send, Excute, Reveal and T est simulation of the query

Game0 : In the random oracle model, a game corresponds to a real attack. Game0
means that the attacker successfully guess T est query in the pre-use of the bit b, you can
get:
ake
AdvP,A
= 2pr[S0 ] − 1
Game1 : In this game, we simulate the random prophecy machine h and the encrypted
E / decryption D extinction machine, Usually contains a list Λh , and an encrypted list Λe .
We also simulate all instances of the query as well as the participant SendClient(ΠiU , m),
SendServer(ΠiP , m), Excute, Reveal and T est. From this simulator, we can easily find
this game with the real attack is indistinguishable, in addition to encryption E or decryption D replacement nature does not hold, Thus, the probability difference between
Game0 and Game1 is:
| Pr[S1 ] − Pr[S0 ]| ≤

qe2
2(p−1)(q−1)

Game2 : In this game, we simulate all the oracle in Game1 , according to the birthday
qe2
paradox, the probability of the output of the encryption oracle is 2(p−1)(q−1)
. Hash oracle
output has the probability of collision at most
(qsend +qexe )2
,
2(p−1)(q−1)

2
qh
.
2i+1

Likewise, the probability of informa-

tion on the collision is
Thus, the probability difference between two games
is:
2
2
qh
qe2
send +qexe )
| Pr[S1 ] − Pr[S0 ]| ≤ 2(p−1)(q−1)
+ 2i+1
+ (q2(p−1)(q−1)
Game3 : In this game, we terminate the attacker successfully guess the key, and its
encryption calculation, the encrypted data sent to the server. We do this by modifying
the server to perform the inquiry process. We first ask whether (pw, ∗, E, Yi ) belongs
to Λe . If the list already exists, the definition is correct and the game is terminated.
Likewise, compute VS1 = Ax1 and KS1 = As1 . So that we can get Game3 and Game2
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in addition to the occurrence of the incident is indistinguishable, so get the probability
difference:
| Pr[S3 ] − Pr[S2 ]| ≤ Pr[Encrypt3 ] = qsend
|D|
Game4 : In this game, we terminate the attacker successfully guess the certification type
1
authi . That is, Z 0 ≡ (WS0 ) s , did not by asking the corresponding hash of the message
machine will be certified. According to the original agreement, get the accepted certification. There are two cases where the simulator and the attacker successfully decrypted
to get a, and inquire about the hash oracle. Therefore, Game4 and Game3 in addition
to the attacker did not ask the hash by the whistle machine to guess the certification is
indistinguishable. So the probability difference is obtained:
| Pr[S4 ] − Pr[S3 ]| ≤ qsend
2l
Game5 : In this game, the simulator defines a private hash oracle h0 , using the oracle to
compute the key so that the value of the key is completely independent of h. Through the
1
query on the simulator execute, the return value is Z ≡ (WS ) s ≡ Ru ≡ (Ta TH(pw) (x))u .
Here we define an event AskH5 : the attacker uses the hash function h to calculate
c
b
cb
U ||hc0 ||S||S c or U ||S||S c ||hcb
0 of the query, that is, two common values U ||h0 ||h0 ||h0 . This
also means that the indistinguishability of Game5 and Game4 is the occurrence of the
event AskH5 or not. And because only the simulator can access h0 , and the attacker
cannot access, then the attacker test query on the value of b is a session with the length
of the same length of the random array, the value of the agreement with the session key
value is mutually independent. Therefore, the probability difference between Game5 and
Game4 is:
| Pr[S4 ] − Pr[S3 ]| ≤ [AskH5 ], Pr[S4 ] = 12
Game6 : In this game, we simulate the random execution of the problem from the
protocol. Give an example of a CDH knife (A, B). Here we do not need to know the value
of ϑ and ϕ, because we do not need the value it generates to generate the session key.
Here we define an event AskH6 . An attacker who visits a random oracle h to compute
U ||hc0 ||hb0 ||hcb
0 . Through analysis, we can know the probability of occurrence event AskH5
is equal to the probability of occurrence event AskH4 , that is Pr[AskH5 ] ≤ Pr[AskH6 ].
So:
0
| Pr[AskH6 ]| ≤ qh Succcdh
G (t )
In summary:
AdvPake (A) ≤

2qsend
+2qh Succcdh
G (t
|D|

+ (qsend + qexe + 1) · τG ) +

2qe2 +(qsend +qexe )2
(p−1)(q−1)

+

2
qh
2l

+

qsend
2l−1

